
TOYOTA HILUX AT ACCESSORIES BROCHURE 



76mm A-BAR

(BLACK / POLISHED)

RRP:  £347.00 + VAT  

The Arctic Trucks branded 76 mm stainless steel A-Bar is 
designed to complement  the impressive road presence of 
the  Toyota Hilux AT35, whilst protecting it against knocks 
and bumps. Attached below the front bumper,  it meets the 
requirements of the relevant EC directives and allows for 
secure mounting of additional lighting.Features:

• Laser etched Arctic Trucks ‘horizon’ logo

• High quality stainless steel

• Avilable in blackor polished finish

• Protect the front of your 4x4 or pickup from damage 

• Easy lift, no drilling required

76mm SPORTS BAR 

(BLACK / POLISHED)

RRP: £540.00 + VAT   

The Arctic Trucks branded 76 mm stainless steel Sports Bar  
is designed to enhance the impressive road presence of the  
Toyota Hilux AT35, thanks to its sporty and aggressive 
style. This Sports Bar is specially designed and 
manufactured to work in conjunction with the Arctic Trucks 
Truxedo  Load Cover and is easily mounted on four “feet” 
bolted  firmly to the edges of the vehicle load bed. This 
stylish addition to your Arctic Truck also allows for secure 
mounting of additional lighting to your vehicle.

Features:

• Waterjet cut Arctic Trucks logo

• High quality stainless steel

• Available in black or polished finishes

• Useful for mounting additional vehicle lighting

• Compatible with Arctic Trucks Truxedo Load Cover

Features:

• Signature Low Profile Design: Sitting only 3/4” above the truck bed

• Quick-Release System

• Automatic Tension Control

• Industrial Grade Leather Grain

• Simple Operation: Anodized single trigger latch.

AT TRUXEDO LOAD COVER

RRP: £550.00 + VAT 

The Arctic Trucks Truxedo Load Cover is a smooth fitting top-mount, roll-up 
cover, which is designed to protect the contents of your load bed from the 
elements, while maintaining the original styling. This sleek, 
low-profile load cover features the Arctic Trucks branding, heavy-duty 
construction and is equipped with pre-set tension control and bows that 
conveniently roll up within the cover, for maximum flexibility. It also comes 
with  an industrial strength hook-and-loop system that provides continuous 
contact between the rails and the cover in all climates and weather 
conditions. Stylish design, simple functionality, and durable bed protection.

BONNET DEFLECTORS 
& WIND DEFLECTORS 

Bonnet Deflectors: RRP: £65.00 + VAT 
Wind Deflectors: RRP: £55.00 + VAT

Avoid mud splashes and keep your windshield cleaner 

with this stylish Arctic Trucks branded Bonnet Deflector. 

Fits easily with clips and strong, transparent adhesive 

tape. No drilling required.

Features:

• Dark Smoke finish

• Protect the front edge of your bonnet



• Strong and durable 6 mm aluminium

• Waterjet cut Arctic Trucks ‘horizon’ logo

AT CAR MATS

RRP:  £105.00 + VAT 

These Arctic Trucks ruggedized non-slip car mats are among 
the best on the market today. Featuring a durable,waterproof, 
anti-skid surface which is extremely easy to clean, these mats 
perform as good as they look. This complete front and rear set 
features Arctic Trucks ‘horizon’ badging, and is shaped 
specifically to fit your vehicle, for maximum interior coverage  
and protection during your off-road adventures.

Features:
• Durable, waterproof, non-slip surface

• Complete set, shaped specifically for your vehicle

• Superior coverage and protection

• Easy to clean

UNDER VEHICLE 
PROTECTION
RRP:  £351.00 + VAT 

This Arctic Trucks branded Under Vehicle Protection, in 
durable 6 mm aluminium, protects your engine sump and 
gearbox, while adding the finishing touch to the  look of 
your Arctic (or standard) Truck. Pre-drilled and bent 
ready for mounting as a bolt-on, vehicle-specific kit.

Features:

• Durable, weather resistant vinyl

• Available in pewter, black, white or Arctic Trucks blue

• Set includes left and right sides

AT LARGE DOOR GRAPHICS SET
RRP: £110.00 + VAT 

AT VOLCANO SIDE GRAPHICS SET
RRP: £550.00 + VAT (Installed)

This pair of large Arctic Trucks door graphics, featuring either the AT ‘horizon’ logo or the AT 
‘volcano’ logo, is designed to enhance the presence of your Arctic Trucks on (or off) the road.

Features:

AT CARPET CAR MATS
0

RRP: £80.00 + VAT

Anthracite polyamide carpet mats featuring the ‘AT’ 
embroidered logo and ‘lava’ red stitching around a 
nubuck trim. 



AT VISION X DURA 2.75” MINI LED 
WORK LIGHT 

RRP: £55.00 

The latest Arctic Trucks branded DURA Mini LED Worklight o�ers outstanding light output 
from a small 7cm compact housing. Utilising 3-Watt LEDs, the DURA Mini operates with an 
extremely low amperage (1A@12V) while outputting 2,000 raw lumens. Weighing in at under 
700g, the DURA Mini is the ideal light for those needing powerful light in a limited space.

FEATURES:

• LEDs: 4 x 3W
• Housing Material: Aluminium
• Light Colour Temp: 6,000 Kelvin
• EMC/EMI Approval: CISPR25-Class 3
• Dimensions: 70/92/49mm
• Weight: 0.40 kg
• Voltage: 9-32V DC
• Amperage: 0.5A@24V DC - 1.0A@12V DC
• Vibration Rating: 8.6 Gms
• Lens Material: Polycarbonate
• Certifications: CE, RoHS, IEC 62471

AT 76mm LIGHT BRACKET SET
(BLACK / BRUSHED) 

RRP: £58.08 

These high quality stainless steel light brackets feature the Arctic Trucks ‘horizon’ logo and are 
available in both black and brushed finishes. They are designed for securely fitting our range of 
Canon Light Kits to the Arctic Trucks A-Bar or Sports Bar.

Features:
• Laser-etched Arctic Trucks logo

• High quality stainless steel

• Available in black or brushed finishes

• Useful for mounting additional vehicle lighting

VISION X 4.7” & 6.7” LED CANON LIGHT KITS
(SINGLE / MULTI-LED)

(4.7”) RRP: £512.68 

 (6.7”) RRP:  £923.21 

The most powerful and versatile o�-road LED lighting system. These latest Arctic Trucks-branded Vision X Canon 
Lights are available in 4.7” and 6.7” sizes. Each is available in a Single LED (focused distance output) or Multi-LED 
(maximum light output) version to shine the light exactly where you need it. Multi LED Light Cannons: The ultimate 
light for blasting through the night with a powerful broad driving beam pattern and outstanding medium  distance 
lighting coverage. 

Single LED Light Cannons: The industry-leading Luminous Big Chip LED and Iris Reflector throws a violent blast
of light that penetrates the night up to 3,500 feet. If you need superior distance from your lighting, this is the 
solution.

Multi LED Light Cannons: The ultimate light for blasting through the night with a powerful broad driving beam 
pattern and outstanding medium distance lighting coverage.

Features: 
• Arctic Trucks & Vision X branding

• Advanced circuitry and aluminium heat sink design ensures maximum 

light output during sustained periods of use

• Deutsch connectors ensure functionality even in the harshest conditions

• Steel trunnion mount provides 45° of lighting adjustment, secured by a 

robust 4-bolt locking system

• IP-68 / 69K certified housing ensures a water tight seal even when 

completely submerged 



VISION X 36 LED LIGHT BAR 21”

Since the Xmitter Prime Xtreme LED  Light Bar was first launched, it has held the title of “most raw lumens per 
inch”. With high output (5W XP-G2) Cree  LEDs pumping out nearly 1,000 raw lumens per inch, the Xmitter 
Prime  Xtreme is unmatched in terms of  e�ective power and performance.

Features:

• Arctic Trucks & Vision X branding
• Unbreakable polyurethane lenses with luminous AT logo
• Dual Row LEDs: For extreme output
• Mixed Beam: 10°/40°
• The IP-68 rated housing ensures a water tight seal, even under  the toughest conditions
• Comes standard with a dimmer wire that allows you control the intensity of the light

IRIS reflector technology with only 5 ° beam per diode provides a longer range for the light to outshine and outlast.

Features:

• 240 WATT
• 25,896 Raw Lumens Unbreakable Polycarbonate Lens
• Photoluminescent Arctic Trucks logo on front lens

VISION X 24 LED LIGHT BAR 45’’

ARCTIC TRUCKS VISION X 12LED MIXED 
BEAM 24” LIGHT BAR

This latest Arctic Trucks Vision X 24” VPR Xmitter Prime Iris 10 Watt Light Bar features Prime Drive Technology, 
a custom optic beam pattern that o�ers you a wide amount of light with decent distance, and black aluminium 
housing. Weighing 6.9 pounds with a mounting depth of 3”, the XPR allows for multi-volt 11.32V DC input. 
Coming with Prime Drive for enhanced reliability and output and the new 10watt LED’s this light has an extraor-
dinary light output. The AT edition features a photoluminescent Arctic Trucks logo across the front lens, which 
keeps glowing even after the light bar has been powered o�.

Highlights:

• New Xmitter 10w Cree LEDs produces nearly twice the light

• Full range beam pattern that provides wide visibility

• 90% e�ciency next generation LEDs

• Lifespan 50,000 hours

• Enhanced optics optimise distance and depth

• Photoluminescent Arctic Trucks logo on front lens

• Adjustable mounting feet for simple installation and precision 

aiming

• Light Bar, Plug & Play Wiring Harness and Mounting Hardware 

included

Features:

• LEDs: 10W Per LED (x12)

• Housing Material: Aluminium

• Light Colour Temp: 6,000 Kelvin

• Voltage: 11-32V DC

• Wattage: 120W

• Raw Lumens: 12,948 Lm

• E�ective Lumens: 9,064 Lm

• IP Rating: IP69K

• Vibration Rating: 15.6 Grms

• Lens Material: Polycarbonate

• Integrated Electronic Thermal Management

• PWM Integrated Dimming Circuitry

• Advanced Heat Sink Design

• Weatherproof Deutsch Connector with Plug and Harness

• Certifications: CE, RoHS, IEC 62471, E-Mark

RRP: £838.75 + VAT

RRP: £838.75 + VAT

RRP: £465.54 + VAT



FIXED TOWBALL FOR RECEIVER STYLE 
HITCH (FRONT/REAR) 

(25mm DROP / 50mm DROP)

RRP: £220.00  + VAT 

TOW BALL COVER

RRP: £12.00 + VAT 

Even small details matter. With this Arctic Trucks 50mm tow ball cover 
your vehicle will look great, and your tow ball will be protected from 
the elements.

FRONT RECEIVER HITCH

RRP: £320.00 + VAT       

This Front Receiver Hitch is specifically designed to mount firmly to the front of your Arctic (or standard) Truck, 
while remaining flush with your front bumper. The 2” opening provides an ideal solution for quick 

while retaining the aesthetic appearance of your vehicle when not in-use. Bolts directly to the vehicle’s 
front chassis with supplied fitting hardware. Minimal modification to the vehicle’s front bumper required.

Ideal for lifted trucks, this 50mm 
tow ball is compatible with 2” 
Front/Rear Receiver Hitches and 
has a 3,500kg towing capacity. The 
ball itself is lowered by a fixed 
25mm, to compensate for the 
increased height of vehicles with 
suspension lift.

RECEIVER HITCH COVER

RRP: £14.00 + VAT 

This Arctic Trucks Receiver Hitch Cover features a molded AT 
‘horizon’ logo and installs into any 2" Front/Rear Receiver, to prevent 
dirt and moisture ingress while not in-use (with just a 
touch of AT style). A great way to complete the look of your 
receiver-equipped vehicle, whether or not it's an Arctic Truck.

REAR RECEIVER HITCH

RRP: £479.60 + VAT 

This rear receiver hitch is specifically designed to mount firmly to the rear of your Arctic (or 
standard) Truck, while aligning closely with your rear bumper. The 2” opening provides an ideal 
solution for quick and easy mounting and removal of utility or specialist o�-road equipment, such 
as tow balls, winches and recovery hooks, while retaining the aesthetic appearance of your 
vehicle when not in-use. Bolts directly to the vehicle’s rear chassis with supplied fitting hardware. 
Includes towing electics bracket.



ARB HIGH PERFORMANCE 
12v AIR COMPRESSOR

(FOR DIFFERENTIAL AIR LOCKER)

RRP: £229.00        

COMEUP DV-9.5rsi WINCH KIT

RRP: £998.93  

The ARB Front Air Locker will enhance the traction 
of your Truck in just about any terrain, whether  it’s 
rock, clay, gravel, sand, mud or snow. Featuring a 
state-of-the-art two-piece design and forged 
gears, for the ultimate in strength and durability. 
Supplied as a complete air locker kit, including 
replacement di�erential, activation switch, solenoid 
valve,  airline and bulkhead fittings. 

Note: Installation requires CKMA12 Air Compressor 
(operates up to 2 air lockers)

This high performance 12v air compressor is small enough to fit 
into the tightest space and quiet enough to mount in the vehicle 
cab. Includes a full wiring loom with air locker solenoid plug-in 
contacts,  mounting hardware with reinforcing bracket and quality 
compressor isolating switch. With the addition of ARB Pump-Up 
Kit (part #171302), this compressor can also be used to activate air 
lockers and perform other functions,  such as inflating tyres, 
camping and leisure gear

WINCH CRADLE

(FRONT / REAR)

RRP: £250.00

This Arctic Trucks Winch Cradle is designed specifically to fit the Arctic Trucks 
Front/Rear Receiver Hitches, allowing secure installation and quick, easy removal of 
the entire winch  assembly when not in-use. Made of durable, black powder  coated 
steel. Featuring waterjet cut Arctic Trucks logo.

The result of close collaboration between Arctic 
Trucks and ComeUp Winches, the DV-9.5rsi is a 
severe duty wound motor winch, equipped with a 
thermal protection switch and rated at 9,500lb 
pulling. It features a 12 strand synthetic rope, 
coated to improve abrasion and eliminate water 
absorption, while the patented mechanical cone 
brake outside the drum expedites heat dispersion 
and makes the winch ideal for use with synthetic 
rope. 16 equally-positioned pin holes with 
stainless steel ergonomic T-handle, allow it to be 
repositioned in 22.5 degree increments. Can be 
equipped with a wired water-proof remote 
control, or digital signal two-way wireless remote 
control.

ARB DIFFERENTIAL AIR LOCKER

(FRONT)

RRP: £809.00



RAISED AIR INTAKE KIT

RRP: £350.00 + VAT

Safari 4x4 Snorkel Systems are manufactured to the highest standards in 
durable, UV stable, cross-linked polyethylene material and deliver a continuous 
and cooler supply of air for maximum engine performance. Safari Snorkels help 
to protect 4x4 engines from the hazards of dust and water ingress commonly 

fixtures and fittings that deliver superior sealing, OEM levels of presentation and 
long-term durability.

Features:
• Safari Automotive Australian designed, moulded and manufactured

• Raised air intake to prevent your engine from ingesting harmful elements

• Increased airflow

• Water separating air ram design to remove water from the air stream

• Durable and UV stable snorkel and air ram for added strength

• Comprehensive fitting guide with an accurate template for assisting with

installation

CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

RRP: £115.00 + VAT 

ARCTIC TRUCKS SIDE STEPS

RRP: £550.00 + VAT 

Arctic Trucks durable side steps featuring ‘AT’ logo with lava infill

Designed to save you space, the Cargo Management System will help you 

to install and ideal for helping you to organise your tools, supplies and 
other loose articles.



 TO PLACE AN ORDER:
If you would like to order anything you see in this Arctic Trucks Accessories brocure, then please 
contact a member of the AT team on: 

E-mail: ukorders@arctictrucks.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1926 402 522

 
, unless specified,  

 Ja
marked 'AT' are  




